This Student Success Tutoring schedule shows the days and hours tutors are available during the week. It’s helpful to use with the Tutors’ Area of Expertise when choosing a session to attend. The tutors also have their appointment based tutoring availability listed on their Hardrocker Success Profile.

**NOT ALL TUTORS, TUTOR ALL SUBJECTS**
Please refer to the Peer Tutor’s Area(s) of Expertise to better know what subjects each tutor can help you with. Student Success Tutors help with problem solving processes, but do not do homework for students seeking assistance; and they do not teach the course.

Come prepared to receive tutoring by:
- Knowing the chapter/topic/concept being covered in class.
- Having attempted the homework before coming with questions.
- Understanding that when sessions are busy, tutors will divide their time among students seeking help.

**Appointments are not necessary for the above listed times, just report to the listed location.**

If there are questions or concerns about the SSC Tutoring Program, contact Mr. Rob Sales (Robert.Sales@sdsmt.edu).